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GLOBAL MARKET INCOME

2. Financial Markets: Within this less negative global macro context, the valuation of risky assets increased
in October. Equity: US +1.4%, Europe flat, Japan +5.5%, China +4%. This rally is fueled by the “Cyclical &
Value” sectors (e.g. Financials & Autos) and regions (e.g. Japan) which rallied more than US Equity, i.e. we
are observing a rotation in the market with a stabilization of the expensive “growth & defensive” sectors
and a catch up of the less expensive sectors and regions. Fixed Income: The main mover is emerging
market debt in USD with its yield tightening 30bp. Commodity: Gold rallied another 2.2% as the market
sentiment is still anxious and safe haven assets keep on rallying just like the risky assets, making the
financial markets even more dislocated (the negative correlation relationship between risky assets and safe
havens has been broken for the last 2 years).

MARKET CONTEXT: On the way to a Global Economic Soft Landing

1. Global Macro: On one hand the economic slowdown continues: the manufacturing activity in the US and
globally is in contraction and at a decade low. The services activity is still in slight expansion but slowing
down and the sentiment from corporations is cautious. On the other hand In the last week, we saw
a better than expected US jobs report and stronger than expected Chinese manufacturing figures. It seems
like the beginning of a global soft landing while at the same time the main geo-political risks (trade war,
Brexit) are easing, which in the short term, helps to underpin the valuation of risky assets, already
bolstered by a low rates environment.

3. Risks: The equity market’s positive momentum has been in complete contradiction during the whole year
with the deteriorating economic data. As there are large amounts of cash un-invested that could buy into
the equity market at this late stage of the decennial economic cycle, we could start seeing euphoria and
FOMO (fear of missing out) which could trigger the start of a risky asset bubble. This scenario would be
very sensitive to a degradation of geopolitical events and other negative surprises.

4. Opportunities: Short term: Long global equity. The combination of low rates, better than expected
economic figures from last week and a detente in the trade war is fueling the equity rally that broke through
(Friday Nov.1st) the all time high resistance for the SP500. Longer term: The US-China trade agreements as
well as the post Brexit commercial agreements will take years to negotiate with some set backs on the way.
The anxious markets within a low or negative rates context is continuing to make Gold attractive with many
economic agents buying gold such as Central banks, trend following funds (CTAs) and individuals via ETFs.
Also, US dollar-denominated emerging market sovereign bonds remain attractive, with a yield above 5%.


